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Report Writing 

A Few Good Words —  
Writing Worthwhile Recommendations
By Sally F. Cutler

A Few Good Words – 
Writing Worthwhile Rec-
ommendations
By Sally F. Cutler

You’ve just completed several audits 
with repeat findings from previous 

audits. Your audit customers say that 
they’ve implemented your previous 
recommendations. When you examine 
what they’ve done, you find that they’ve 
corrected the problems you found but 
have done so in a narrow way. For 
example, after a previous audit of IT 
security, the audit customer revoked 
system access for those you had found 
with inappropriate access. But during the 
current audit, you’ve again found people 
with inappropriate access.

You are wondering how you can write 
more persuasive recommendations—ones 
that lead to management actions that 
truly resolve the issues.

This column defines three types of 
recommendations and discusses the 
appropriate uses of each. It also suggests 
ways to frame the recommendations to 
make them more persuasive. Finally, it 
suggests an approach that enables both 
the audit customer and the auditors to 
evaluate the effectiveness of management 
action plans and management actions.

Three types of recommendations

Three types of recommendations may be 
necessary to address an audit issue: cause-
focused, condition-focused, and recovery-
focused recommendations.

Cause-focused recommendations: These 
recommendations are essential to prevent 
the ongoing occurrence of the conditions 
found. In audit terms, cause-focused 
recommendations address the actionable 
causes of the conditions to prevent 
future occurrences of the conditions and 
ongoing, unacceptable exposures to risk.

For example, say you are auditing the 
patient relationship function and find 
that patient-relationship representatives 
do not always provide patients with 

accurate, timely information. By examining 
documents and conducting interviews, you 
determine that the cause of these conditions 
is that the representatives do not always 
know where to find information because 
they have never been trained.

You could write a recommendation 
that just addresses the conditions you 
found: “Management should ensure 
that patient-relationship representatives 
provide accurate and timely information 
to patients.” This is what I call a “Nike” 
recommendation: along the lines of 
the Nike slogan, it directs the audit 
customer to “Just do it!” That is, this 
recommendation says, “You’re not doing 
it, so start doing it.”

This type of recommendation does not 
address the cause—the reason the audit 
customer is not “doing it.” Consequently, 
this type of recommendation does not 
move management toward the actions 
necessary to resolve the issue.

A better start on an effective cause-
focused recommendation would be 
something like: “Management should 
train patient-relationship representatives.” 
This recommendation focuses on the 
cause. Moreover, it indicates what action 

management needs to take to truly 
address the issue. In this case, the action 
is training.

To develop cause-focused recommen-
dations, you need to identify actionable 
causes. You may need to dig a little 
deeper and ask more questions. In doing 
so, asking the audit customer what he or 
she thinks is the cause is often productive. 
Alternatively, you may ask what the 
audit customer thinks needs to be done to 
prevent recurring conditions. 

By focusing the audit customer forward 
on how to resolve the issue, rather than 
backward on the conditions, you are more 
likely to reach agreement on effective 
actions that the audit customer can 
commit to implementing.

Condition-focused recommendations: These 
recommendations address the specifics 
of the conditions found, and they are 
not always necessary, because actions to 
address the cause may simultaneously 
resolve the conditions. Likewise, the 
audit customer may pro-actively address 
the conditions found while addressing 
the cause. In either case, you do not 
need to include condition-focused 
recommendations.

However, condition-focused recommen-
dations are sometimes worthwhile. 
The audit customer may need time to 
implement cause-focused actions; in the 
meantime, conditions must be addressed. 
Other times, the audit customer needs 
guidance on addressing the conditions 
found.

For example, for the patient-relationship 
situation described above, time and 
resources will be necessary before 
representatives can be fully trained. In 
the meantime, management may need 
to reinforce timeliness and accuracy 
guidelines with patient-relationship 
representatives.
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Recovery-focused recommendations: These 
recommendations may be necessary 
when you need the audit customer to 
recover from the effects of the conditions 
found. A classic example is when you 
find duplicate payments in an accounts 
payable process and recommend that the 
audit customer make efforts to recover the 
duplicate payments.

For the patient-relationship situation 
described above, a recovery-focused 
recommendation might be to identify 
incorrect information provided to patients 
and to contact patients to correct the errors.

Recommendations that persuade

In developing recommendations, you 
should focus on what needs to be done 
and avoid prescribing how-tos. In 
particular, you should avoid specifying 
the timing, frequency and mechanism of 
the desired actions.

Here are examples of inappropriate how-
to recommendations.

Inappropriate how-to cause-focused 
recommendation: “During new-employee 
orientation and at least once annually, 
management should train patient-
relationship representatives, using realistic 
case studies and testing for understanding.”

Inappropriate how-to recovery-focused 
recommendation: “Errors in information 
provided to patients should be corrected 
through letters and emails sent within the 
next 30 days to those identified as having 
received incorrect information.”

When you avoid prescribing how-
tos, you place the decisions about 
how best to take action in the hands 
of management, which is where the 
decisions belong. Furthermore, you make 
your recommendations more persuasive. 
This is because you respect your audit 
customer’s role and ownership of the 
process. Also, you convey confidence that 
the audit customer can and will resolve 
the issues in the best possible ways.

Conversely, if you prescribe how-tos, you 
can find yourself facing several problems:

• You prescribe a solution when the 
audit customer could have addressed 
the cause in a better way or with 
fewer resources.

• You prescribe a solution that the audit 
customer rejects, and the issue becomes 
contentious or remains unresolved.

• The audit customer implements the 
prescription poorly, but insists, “It’s 
what the auditors told us to do.”

• The audit customer implements the 
prescription and does not re-assess its 
effectiveness or utility. The prescribed 
actions continue when they are no 
longer effective or are no longer even 
necessary. Again the audit customer 
may say, “It’s what the auditors told 
us to do.”

The exception: Compliance-related issues 
are the exception. In such a case, the 
audit customer may have no or few 
options for the timing, frequency, or 
mechanism of the actions. Thus, your 
recommendation will necessarily be more 
prescriptive. Also, you should direct 
the audit customer to the source of the 
requirements.

Recommendations that enable 
evaluation of management actions

You can write recommendations so that 
they set the groundwork for evaluating 
the effectiveness of management action 
plans and, ultimately, of management’s 
actions.

Consider the cause-focused recommen-
dation, “Management should implement 
a training program for patient-
relationship representatives.”

This recommendation is effective up 
to a point. It effectively focuses on the 
cause and indicates that management 
is responsible for addressing the cause. 
It also avoids prescribing how-tos. 
However, it would be more effective 
if it identified the desired outcomes. 
Namely, the recommendation would be 
more effective if expanded as follows: 
“Management should implement a 
training program for patient-relationship 
representatives that results in consistently 
accurate and timely communication to 
patients.”

Incorporating the desired outcome leads 
to a recommendation that accomplishes 
two things:

• The recommendation reminds 
management of the significance of 
the issue.

• The recommendation provides 
management and auditors with the 
high-level criteria by which actions 
can be judged. Auditors can use these 
criteria when reviewing management 
action plans, following up on audit 
issues, and re-auditing the area.

Notice that these high-level criteria still 
avoid prescribing how to resolve the 
issue. That is, the recommendation avoids 
prescribing how-tos; in this case, how 
to define and measure “accurate” and 
“timely.” It’s up to management to decide 
on the definitions and measurements.

The Exception: As noted earlier, 
an exception to such open-ended 
definitions and measurements would 
be for a compliance-type issue where 
the definitions and measurements are 
mandated. For such an issue, the expected 
outcomes should be defined precisely in 
the recommendation.

Better recommendations  
lead to better results

This time, you develop your system-
access recommendation differently 
than it was developed in the previous 
audit. Instead of writing, “Revoke 
inappropriate system access,” you write, 
“Work with Human Resources to ensure 
timely information about personnel 
changes so that system access can be 
revoked appropriately.” You add a 
condition-focused recommendation, “In 
the meantime, revoke access for those 
identified to have inappropriate access, 
and monitor access closely.”

You find that your audit customer is 
receptive to these recommendations, and 
you expect to receive an action plan that 
moves this issue ahead.

On future audits, you’ll make sure that 
your recommendations cover the cause, 
and you will expand the recommendation 
to include criteria. You are encouraged 
that this approach will be better for you, 
for your audit customers, and for your 
organization. NP
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